
Goodbye!
 Welcome to

STAY to LEAVE

CAMP 
SOLONG

SUMMER CAMPS 
are known for their 
intense moments and 
unforgettable encounters they 
produce; new friends are made, 
old selves are tossed aside, 
flames are sparked and fizzle 
out. In short, Summer Camps 
are all about humans serendip-

At CAMP SOLONG we have asked 
ourselves time and again: What exactly makes 
the stakes so high? Why do we feel so much at 
Summer Camp and how can we feel it best? 
Why does the experience stick so hard? 

The answer: because it ends. Every Summer Camp 
starts with its end in sight, and, at that finale,
every camper, every counselor, has to face this 
inevitable separation from something that will 
never be again. We’ve all done it, and we shall 
do it again... in fact, the only thing we can be 
sure of, is that there will always be GOODBYE. 

 At CAMP SOLONG, you will gain 
the priceless power of “Solonging” – the expertise of 
being rather emotionable, yet seeing eye to eye with 
your true you, including all those lumps, leaks, and 
tribulations. Yes, priceless indeed: It’s even free! 

No map, no compass needed! As one of our campers, 
you will be reoriented with a new sense of direction, 
leading you right through that entangled terrain of   

existence, with full acceptance.

Just imagine: As a CAMP SOLONG camper, you will 
have 3 days of laser-sharp microscopic introspection 
through rigorous farewell maneuvers, in unison with 
your fellow campers. We offer a vast playing field for 
emotion-diving and temporary belonging; a perfect 
scenario to rehearse your own nature within nature.

Don’t Hold Back - You Won’t Be Alone in Saying Goodbye!  

itously coming together within the 
wildness of nature for the sake of reaching those 
emotional peaks of both exaltation and relaxation.

Where “Goodbye’s”    . . .
      . . .    become “Whatever’s”

“Wise is he who 
enjoys the show 

offered by 
the world.”

– Fernando Pessoa

g,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,oodbye!



At CAMP SOLONG, we have tailored a 
program which makes use of the potential condition 
of the Farewell. Recognizing it as the most essential 
experience of not just Summer Camp, but existence 
at large, our three-day summer camp program is 
stacked full with around-the-clock fun and relaxing 
activities and contemporary methods that simulate 
and prepare our campers for their inevitable and 
eventual departure from Camp. Through guided 
exercises and games, like these listed below, you 
will be given the chance to sift through the entire 
“goodbye - universe” in all of its stinging colors. 

– Emotional Trashbinning,
– Care-Full Bunk-Bedding,  
– Dirt-Earth Soul-Searching,
– Self-Conscious Napping,
– Losing Tools & Crafts,
– Hill-Side Snacking,
– Campfire-Ranting,
– Stretch & Release,
– Spiral Grass-Gazing,
– Solo Time-Traveling,
– Primal Trade Posting, 
– Sponge & Slug Bodying,
– Campers Constellations,
– Deep-Forest Scavigation,
– Deconstructive Reconstruction,

   ... And so
             Much Much More!

Goodbye is for 
everyone

www.campsolong.org

  GENERAL INFORMATION
  

                 CAMP SOLONG is for people who are: 
Navigating the murk, or solonging a first-rate release, and 
are up for digging deep into their stinky selves to do so.
 ~ Divorces of any kind are welcome at Camp Solong ~

Do you have what it takes to be a CAMP SOLONG CAMPER?

      Are You:   - Above 25 (the more the merrier!)
     - Spirited? - Pleasant?
     - Exhausted? - Bumpy?
     - Adventurous? - Flexible?
     - Uncertain? - Tangled?
     - Funly?     - Acceptive?
         And Most Definitely:  - Not a Weirdo?

Yes? Then keep reading. Oops! We almost forgot:
 

• You also need a vigorous out-of-doors Camping Spirit & Basic Skill-Set!
• You must have a willingness to take part in performative exercises!
• Camp Language will be English!

   Facts & 
   Frequently Asked Questions:
 
When: Friday, Aug 28th, 10 Am~   Monday, Aug 31st, 10 Am

Where:  Bennwil, Switzerland! In the Hills! Out in the Nature!

Amenities:   Camp Outfit, Sleep Shelter, Playing Ground,       
  Wild Nature, Human Nature at Its Best, Camp Food, Nibbles,  
  Artful Being, Endless Happening, and Life Lightness. 

Cost: Free. We give you a lot, but you have to get here. 
    Travel costs are up to you!

Deposit: A 100€ deposit will be asked of each camper.   
Deposit to be returned upon completion of the camp session.

Application period ends: August 12th! 
 ✿     FINAL DEADLINE ✿
Unfortunately, We Cannot 
Make Exceptions. Sorry. 

“NO WEIRDOS”

CAMP 
SOLONG

  “Relax...
...There’s always an end in sight”

: APPLICATION PROCEDURE :
Send an email to  goodbye@camPsolong.org  with: 
Your Name, Age, a Recent Full-Body Picture and Sizes, 

(for Camp Outfit – Don’t Forget Your Shoe Size!), 
Dietary Needs, and Occupation, along with the 

following Very Important Information:

- why you want to join the camp.   (max. 300 words)
- what you expect to gain from camp.      (max. 300 words)
- a factual description about yourself.  (max. 350 words)
- a fictional description about yourself.  (max. 350 words)
- a very short paragraph about your understanding
  and /or interest in performance.
- an additional photo of your choice. (but not of you)   
            (unless that’s your choice)

GOODBYE? it IS good:

It’s not BADBYE!
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 For health & safety 
reasons, Campers 
will be housed in 

individual, well-spaced 
Personal Bunkentities 
(as seen on this very brochure) 
instead of the usual 
Camp Solong group 
habitation structure. 

All Alone,
All Together!


